
ISG BLOOPERS & WHOPPERS 
By Jeffery Bergman, SSEF SGC, AGA ASG 

Throughout the history of the now infamous “International School of Gemology” aka “ISG”, the 
illustrious “professor” (read: one man show) has published a long string of gemological 
bloopers, as well as some genuine whoppers! Let’s kick things off with his spurious claim that 
his FGA title (Fellow of the Gemmological Association of Great Britain”) is “the PhD of the 
jewelry industry”! 

https://www.yourgemologist.com/meetgemologist.html  

So, it is quite obvious that anything taught by someone with such a highly acclaimed 
gemological education MUST be correct. 

Right? 

WRONG!!! 
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Let’s take a leisurely stroll down Memory Lane and revisit some of the Doctor’s finest bloopers, before 
moving on to some of his juiciest whoppers. We will kick things off with his infamous definition of 
fluorescence being “caused when a gem material takes these ultraviolet light waves and slows them 
down sufficiently to be visible to the human eye.” Responding on mindat.org, member Pete Nancarrow 
wrote “Dreadful; this guy is an FGA, and supposedly is accredited to teach by The Gemmological 
Association of Great Britain.” https://www.mindat.org/mesg-56640.html You just can’t make this stuff up!

        
Gasp! Shock! Horror! Albert must have have turned over in his grave!                                                  I’m with you, Bill Nye! 
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As a wholesale supplier of natural rubies for decades, THIS blooper is hands down my all-time favorite! 
The Doctor states that his Madagascar ruby in matrix specimen is “very very faint to UV owing to the 
rather high iron content of the stone”. On this point, he is 100% correct! Three Cheers for the Phd 
Professor! BUT mindat.org lists fourteen different ruby deposits in Madagascar stretching over an area 
of over 500,000 square kilometers. To assume the rubies mined in these many disparate locations are 
homogenous in their UV reaction, is naive at best. To classify one specimen from one of these fourteen 
deposits as a “control” specimen of Madagascar ruby in matrix, is scientific foolishness. Given the wide 
variety of colors, hues and saturation that any one mine can produce, varying UV fluorescence is 
normal, expected and often observed in rubies from Madagascar, Mozambique, Burma, Vietnam, 
Kenya and other sources.

          14 ruby deposits in Madagascar. Illustration ©mindat.org                         Varying fluorescence in 39 unheated Burmese rubies. Photo © GIA              
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Above Left: Extremely bright UV reaction in my Crimson Prince Ruby from Nanya, Burma. No UV photo by Jeff Scovil, extremely bright UV reaction 
photo by Elise Skalwold. Above Right: Extremely bright UV reaction in a Jagdalek, Afghanistan natural ruby crystal ©Joe Budd 

But the real kicker is the professor’s statement that “extremely bright reaction to ultraviolet light has 
only been seen in natural corundum which has been diffusion treated, and in lab created specimens.” 
As the Doctor said, reaction in rubies is “very very faint to UV owing to a high iron content”, so his 
conjecture is that allegedly, diffusion treatment reduces the iron content in rubies. Nonsense!

AIGS, AGL, Bellerophon GemLab, DANAT, GIA, GIT, GRS, GTL, GTTL, Guild GemLab, Gübelin Gem 
Lab, ICA GemLab, Lotus Gemology, SSEF, Stone Group Laboratories; NONE of these esteemed 
gemological laboratories have EVER reported extremely bright uv fluorescence being induced in ruby 
by diffusion treatment. Additionally, an extremely bright UV reaction is common in natural rubies from 
Afghanistan, Burma, Kenya, Madagascar, Vietnam and other locations.

Self-published by the Doctor, his “2012 Jewelers Guide to Treated 
& Created Gems” was a flop. Gemstone cutters, pay close 
attention here! According to the professor, Tourmaline: Color 
Infused – Page 77 says “Additional Important Information: When 
you find growth tubes in a tourmaline oriented perpendicular to the 
table and pointing straight up toward you when viewing the stone 
face up, this is a very strong indicator of a treated tourmaline.”

Honestly, I couldn’t make this stuff up if I tried. Any experienced 
cutter will tell you that orientation of a tourmaline is primarily a 
function of pleochroism, and whether you desire a darker or lighter 
finished gem. To suggest that the cutter’s chosen orientation is a 
strong indicator of treatment, is nonsense. This is not the only time 
the professor has misunderstood the role of pleochroism in 
gemstones as he made some major blunders regarding mythical 
dyefusion aka color-infused tanzanite widely debunked years ago. 
We will explore that fairytale next.
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At the right is an excerpt from ISG’s 2020 course Introduction To 
Gemstone Treatments. The Doctor claims the specimen is 
“Pakistan zoisite” color-infused to emulate tanzanite. To the 
novice, this might come across as the professor crusading to 
protect consumers from undisclosed treatments by unscrupulous 
gem traders, which, of course, helps convince the uninitiated to 
fork over hundreds, or even thousands of their hard earned dollars 
for one of ISG’s courses!

However, the very specimen in question was the subject of a 
presentation I gave at a GIA Gem Gathering in Bangkok in 2003 
titled Tanzanite: Facts, Fairytales & Fakes which was also 
published on the Accredited Gemologists Association website. 
Strong pleochroism in zoisite produces different colors from 
different directions as illustrated in the bottom right Cal State 
photo. It seems the Doctor didn’t understand that light traveling 
through the purple colored axis reflecting off a fracture in a green 
section of the crystal will naturally appear purple. Nothing artificial!

Without any diagnostic tests, the Doctor claimed it was a nefarious 
attempt to color-infuse the zoisite. So convinced was he that he 
sent several specimens to NYC for advanced testing. After 
examining suspect zoisite/tanzanite specimens presented by ISG, 
equipped with the most advanced state-of-the-art scientific 
diagnostic equipment such as confocal Raman, FTIR and EDXRF, 
Chris Smith of the American Gemological Laboratories in New 
York concluded “Nothing Unusual”. That was 2003, yet today in 
2020 the professor is still flogging this widely debunked fairytale!
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IT’S WHOPPER TIME! 
Not Burger King, but the porkie type; fabrications, falsehoods, fallacies, fables, fairy tales, or in 2020 
speak – FAKE NEWS! In response to my recently published Myth Buster on the Doctor’s blunders 
regarding Montana sapphires, he published his own BUSTING THE MYTH BUSTER JEFFERY 
BERGMAN. In it he writes “The heating of the Montana sapphire made the 450nm absorption area 
“substantially reduced”, which is what I stated in my post that Bergman attacked. Perhaps Bergman 
should have spent some time reading his own source and less time perfecting his P.T. Barnum act.”

Nowhere in his statement does the Doctor mention the 450nm absorption area being “substantially 
reduced”. Perhaps the Doctor should have spent some time reading his own source and less time 
perfecting his P.T. Barnum act. The Doctor is telling porkies! There is WHOPPER #1.

In spite of overwhelming evidence to the contrary, the Doctor refused to acknowledge his erroneous 
statement “Montana Sapphires are rarely heated”. 
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The Doctor wrote “When his antics are exposed or a dealer calls him to task for his nasty methods, 
Bergman runs and hides behind the skirts of Antoinette Matlins at the Accredited Gemologist 
Association like a small child crying When his antics are exposed or a dealer calls him to task for his 
nasty methods, Bergman runs and hides behind the skirts of Antoinette Matlins at the Accredited 
Gemologist Association like a small child crying “help me mama, those mean boys are picking on 
me”. 

Reality Check: Antoinette Matlins, PG, is an internationally respected gem and jewelry expert, author, 
and lecturer. Honored with the international Accredited Gemologists Association’s highest award for 
excellence in gemology, Ms. Matlins is the author of many books that are widely used throughout the 
world by consumers and professionals in the gem and jewelry field. Her books include Jewelry & Gems: 
The Buying Guide (almost 400,000 copies now in print—the only book of its kind ever offered by 
Consumer Reports); The Pearl Book: The Definitive Buying Guide; Colored Gemstones: The Antoinette 
Matlins Buying Guide; Diamonds: The Antoinette Matlins Buying Guide; Engagement & Wedding Rings: 
The Definitive Buying Guide for People in Love; and Jewelry & Gems at Auction: The Definitive Guide 
to Buying & Selling at the Auction House & on Internet Auction Sites (all GemStone Press).

Former gemology editor of National Jeweler magazine, her articles and comments on buying and 
selling gems and jewelry and on gem investment have appeared in many national and international 
consumer and trade publications. She is also the author of the “Gemstones” chapter in the 
Encyclopedia of Investments, 2nd Edition. Ms. Matlins has gained wide recognition as a dedicated 
consumer advocate. She has spearheaded the Accredited Gemologists Association’s nationwide 
campaign against gemstone investment telemarketing scams. A popular media guest, she has been 
seen on ABC, CBS, NBC, and CNN, educating consumers about gems and jewelry and exposing fraud.

WHOPPER #2. Antoinette’s posts were unsolicited, and without my foreknowledge. 
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So let’s see the opinions of my MYTH BUSTER from other respected gemologists and scientists.

Thanong Leelawatanasuk is Deputy Director (Technical) at The Gem and Jewelry Institute of Thailand. 
Mubashir Mansoor is a materials engineer who majored in physics at İstanbul Teknik Üniversitein in 
order to better understand gemology.

On the Facebook page Gemology Worldwide, my MYTH BUSTER received over 80 likes including from 
a virtual “Who’s Who” of international gemology including Sebastian Hänsel (Formerly at SSEF) , Craig 
Lynch GG, AGA ASG, Conny Forsberg FGA, Jay Boyle GG, Kenneth Scarratt (former director of AIGS, 
AGTA GemLab, GIA Bangkok, DANAT, and now ICA GemLab) Clemens Schwarzinger (Prof. at the 
Institute for Chemical Technology, Johannes Kepler Universität, Linz, Austrai), Darwin D Fortaleché 
(Guild GemLab), Tay Thye Sun (Far East Gemological Laboratory), Gavin Linsell (author and expert in 
TV & online marketing of gems) and many others.
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So, now, let’s examine WHOPPER #3. The Doctor wrote “Jeffery Bergman is a classic playground bully 
who thinks he makes himself look tough by taking cheap, blind-side shots at other kids on the 
playground. He is a bully without any gemological credentials.”

I’ve made personal visits to garnet, tourmaline, emerald, sapphire, ruby, spinel, alexandrite, zircon and 
opal mines in Australia, Burma, Cambodia, Laos, Madagascar, Tanzania, Thailand, USA and Vietnam. 
Additionally, I was personal assistant to National Geographic author/photographer/gemologist Fred 
Ward visiting mines in Sri Lanka doing research for his Ruby & Sapphire article published October 
1991. What gem mines has the Doctor visited? Oh yes, feldspar mines in Oregon!

                     Yours truly in Umba, Tanzania ©Richard Hughes                                        18kg Madagascar sapphire crystal. ©GIA

                                                                          The professor with a big rock in Oregon. 
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Over the past few decades I have been honored to be invited by many esteemed institutions to share 
my gemological knowledge with other gemologists, dealers, jewelers and gemstone enthusiasts.

Guest speaker at an NAJA Conference

Guest speaker at AGTA/JCK Las Vegas

Guest speaker at three AGA Conferences

Guest speaker at seven GIA Gem Gatherings

Guest speaker at a World of Gems Conference

Guest speaker at an Italian Gemological Association Conference

Guest speaker at two Mediterranean Gem & Jewelry Conferences

Guest speaker at Atlanta, Houston, Phoenix & San Francisco GIA Alumni and AGS Guild Associations.


Honorary Professor and guest speaker for the AIGS – Asian Institute of Gemological Sciences in 
Hangzhou, China and Bangkok, Thailand.


I hold the honorary title of Vice President, Emeritus – International Gem Society, always a fully pro-
bono contributor maintaining no financial interest in IGS at any time.


Articles I have penned have been published in GemKey, JewelSiam, Jewelry News Asia, ICA InColor, 
The Australian Gemmologist, Rivista Italiana di Gemmologia - Italian Gemological Review, the 
Accredited Gemologists Association website, plus countless quotes and numerous mentions in Gem-
A’s Journal of Gemmology, GIA’s Gems & Gemology and SSEF’s Facette Magazine.


So, what gemology speaking and gemology publications can the ISG professor reference???


My Formal Gemological Education:

SSEF Basic Gemmology Course, 12 days, Exam + Certificate
SSEF Basic Diamonds Course, 5 days, Exam + Certificate
SSEF Advanced Pearls Course, 2 days, Attendance Certificate
SSEF Advanced Colored Gemstones Course, 5 days, Attendance Certificate
SSEF Scientific Gemmology Course, 5 days, Attendance Certificate

That is a total of 29 days of classroom and lab work at SSEF under Professors:

Dr. Henry A. Hänni, FGA 
Dr. Michael S. Krzemnicki, FGA
Dr. Laurent E. Cartier, FGA
Jean-Pierre Chalain, DUG
Sebastian Hänsel, MSc, FGA

How many classroom hours to receive the coveted ISG Registered Gemologist title? 

None, Zip, ZERO! 
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Oh, did I forget to mention I that I am an Accredited Senior Gemologist voting member of the AGA? 

Why is the Doctor not an AGA member? After all, he is a GG, AND an FGA! More importantly, why is 
AGA membership not welcomed based on an ISG Registered Gemologist ”diploma”?

Honestly, I am extremely grateful for the Doctor’s many bloopers and 
whoppers as every time I publicly expose them, I gain further respect 
and appreciation from the international gemological community, and 
the gem trade at large!                                                      Thanks, Doc!!!


Loud thump as the microphone hits the floor…
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